
FAIRMONT GRANDEST | At a glance

Campaign Name :  Experience The Grandest of Feelings
Brand :  Fairmont Hotels & Resorts

Summary :  
A new 360 luxury creative platform for the modern Fairmont 
traveller, inspired by the brand’s grand origins and designed for 
the social age, to be as flexible as the situation called for, as 
seen in a Northern Europe deep dive. 

Assets :  Brand film and cutdown, Brand and Tactical visual, 
Social snack pack, Display and Hotel activation kit
Launch Period :  June 2021 - ongoing

Markets :  Global
Production Time :  Oct 2019 to Apr 2020
Produced By :  Studio 66 and DIVISION
Submitted By : Studio 66 and Accor Northern Europe



THE BRAND

For more than 100 years Fairmont hotels have been the exceptional, 
memorable places where occasions are celebrated, where history has 
been made and where history continues to be made. Through the years, 
countless famous events and legendary gatherings and milestones have 
taken place in our hotels around the world.

Fairmont is one of 6 global luxury brands that comprise the suite of Accor 
Luxury brands. Today the Fairmont brand continues to be a key asset, as it 
grows internationally as a collection of over 80 hotels in 30 countries with 
unique presence, character and experiences.

FAIRMONT
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THE CHALLENGE

However, the brand is seeing declining 
Brand Love and varying levels of Brand 
Awareness across its key markets.

There was an u rgen t need to 
modernize the Fairmont brand to drive 
perception change, brand momentum 
and attract new modern luxury 
customers.
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BRAND CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES

Reignite brand love in key markets 
with brand loyalists

•
Strengthen brand awareness across key 

markets globally
•

Modernize Fairmont perception to attract 
new luxury customers 



THE APPROACH

Our new creative expression “Experience the Grandest” leverages 
traditional elements of hotel luxury alongside fashionable muses 
juxtaposed with natural landscapes creating a poetic suspended moment. 
Through these we will elevate the brand to a more aspirational, emotional 
vision and definition of luxury.

The cinematic treatment, shot within epic nature, is a metaphorical 
expression between awe-inspiring nature and he grand feeling of being in 
a Fairmont hotel. 

Evolving our style to a more elevated, poetic and ethereal expression of 
the brand, this campaign is an invitation to our guests to Experience The 
Grandest of Feelings at Fairmont.     

INTRODUCING OUR ‘EXPERIENCE THE GRANDEST’ PLATFORM



CAMPAIGN TALENTS

SUSAN SARANDON
Susan Sarandon is an iconic Oscar-winning actress – self defined as “mother, activist, 
actress”. She is mother to 3, activist across many charities – notably UNICEF, and 
has a filmography comprising 5 decades of roles; from cult classics (Rocky Horror 
Picture Show), landmark roles (Thelma & Louise) to authentic portrayals (Dead Man 
Walking). For Fairmont she will bring her strength of character. Like Fairmont – her 
iconic stature is timeless. As brand ambassador – Susan will help launch the new 
campaign via press events and select media interviews – driven via our global PR 
team.

SOPHIA AHRENS 
Sophia Ahrens brings her grace and elegance to Fairmont, having been the face 
across many magazine covers and modelling for brands such as Giorgio 
Armani, Prada and Claudie Pierlot. For Fairmont she embodies the soul of the brand 
as we define a new vision of emotional luxury between the spirit of space and 
freedom.

NATHALIE CANGUILHEM
Nathalie Canguilhem has always succeeded in combining her passion for film, 
fashion and music. As director of Fairmont’s film, Nathalie has brought her unique 
understanding and modern aesthetic to Fairmont’s new visuals, with an upbringing 
via some of the most internationally known publications (Vogue, Glamour), fashion 
houses (Yves Saint Laurent, Versace), and art direction for innovative artists (Prince, 
Pharrell, Justice, Uffie and Metronomy).
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A trifecta of strong female cast and talents,  
tribute to the founding Fair sisters of Fairmont



CAMPAIGN ASSETS At a glance
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TEASER | UK
GRANDEST OF EXPERIENCES OFFERS

Awareness driving digital campaign, capitalising 
on the return of domestic LUX travel, post lifting of 

Covid travel restrictions.  

Market: UK
Live: June- August

Media budget: 51k £
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CAMPAIGN ANIMATION

• Hotel inclusion in Conde Nast Traveller brand partnership October 
2020 & Tatler Feb 2021

• Global media investment of €500K dedicated to UK media OOH 
promotion (10M impressions to date)

• Social Media Toolkits 
• Dedicated CRM communications supporting brand campaign and 

local hotel Grandest of Experience offers 
• Grandest of Experience packages dedicated landing pages on both 

all.accor.com & Fairmont.com 
• Multi-channel summer media campaign (17.1M impressions)
• Dedicated influencer activations to support Experience The 

Grandest of Feelings & Grandest of Experience packages in Q4
• Grand by Nature – coffee table book launch – Q1 2022 in UK 

market 
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UK GRANDEST OF EXPERIENCES Local hotel offers
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UK GRANDEST OF EXPERIENCES Local hotel dynamic content



UK GRANDEST OF EXPERIENCES In Market Execution
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THE RESULTS
EXCEEDING TARGETS 
ON AWARENESS AND ENGAGEMENT

PAID SOCIAL RESULTS
Impressions: 17,1 M  
CTR: 0,09%  
Revenue: 154,7 k £  
ROI: 5.7 ( Above target=  1,7) 
Video views: 307 k  (Target: 182.4k)

VIDEO RESULTS
Strong engagement, peaking at 0.5% CTR
Impressions: 420,8 k  
CTR: 0,22% (Above target= 0,1%) 
100% video views: 345 k (Target= 341 k ) 
VTR: 82% (Below target= 85%)
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GLOBAL PR COVERAGE

40+ global media placements 

Coverage appeared in The 
Telegraph, Conde Nast Traveller, 

AFAR, Hotelier and more 

25 million+ impressions 

Coverage generated in all major 
global markets 
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GLOBAL PR COVERAGE



THANK YOU


